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013.09.0Abstract The ﬂight control system of a ﬂy-by-wire (FBW) passenger airliner with a complex frame-
work and high feedback gain augmentation would change the original characteristic of a loaded sig-
nal and suppress the excitation of an airplane’s pertinent motion modes. Taking a research example
of an FBWpassenger airliner model with longitudinal relaxed-static-stability, a newmethod of signal
type selection and signal parameter design is proposed, through analysis of signal energy distribution
and plane body’s frequency response. According to CCAR60––the Appraisal and Use Regulation of
Flight Simulator Device, the simulation validation of the FBW passenger airliner’s longitudinal
aerodynamic parameters identiﬁcation is put forward. The validation result indicates that the
designed signal could excite the longitudinal motion mode of the FBW passenger airliner adequately
and the multiparameter comparison in simulation meets the objective test request of CCAR60.
Meanwhile, the relative errors of aerodynamic parameters are less than 10%.
ª 2013 Production and hosting by Elsevier Ltd. on behalf of CSAA & BUAA.
Open access under CC BY-NC-ND license.1. Introduction
Aerodynamic parameter identiﬁcation is to obtain an air-
frame’s aerodynamic parameters from ﬂight test data, based
on the principle of dynamic system identiﬁcation. This tech-
nology is widely used in ﬂight dynamic model modifying,
ﬂight control law design, ﬂight envelope expansion, ﬂight
simulator development, and so on.1,2 Currently, the domestic
research in this ﬁeld mostly focuses on airplanes with an82338821.
. Wang).
orial Committee of CJA.
g by Elsevier
ing by Elsevier Ltd. on behalf of C
02open-loop control system or a simple closed-loop control sys-
tem,2 lacking large-scale ﬂy-by-wire (FBW) passenger airlin-
ers with a complex and high feedback gain augmentation.
As a safety precaution, the ﬂight control system cannot be
turned off actively during ﬂight tests. So the aerodynamic
parameters identiﬁcation for this category of airplane is a
problem of closed-loop identiﬁcation. On this issue, there
are two conventional solutions.3–6 One approach is to iden-
tify ﬂight control parameters and the airframe’s aerodynamic
parameters in two steps, so called the closed-loop identiﬁca-
tion method. The other one is to identify an airframe’s aero-
dynamic parameters only, using an airplane’s control surface
deﬂections and ﬂight status data directly, so called the open-
loop identiﬁcation method. Since the former approach re-
quires more rigorous information on ﬂight control system
and ﬂight data, it is hardly adopted, and the latter one is
more applied in engineering.SAA & BUAA. Open access under CC BY-NC-ND license.
Fig. 1 Simple closed-loop control framework.
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airliner, the high feedback gain augmentation changes the excita-
tion signal loaded externally, causing the deﬂections of the air-
plane’s control surfaces different from anticipation, and affecting
the airplane’s response characteristic. It also greatly suppresses
the excitation of the airplane’s motionmode and ﬁnallymakes dif-
ﬁculties in aerodynamic parameter identiﬁcation.7–9
To the FBW passenger airliner model with longitudinal re-
laxed-static-stability,10–12 comparing the different inﬂuences
on excitation signals brought by simple closed-loop control
airplanes and complex closed-loop control airplanes, this arti-
cle emphasizes on the excitation signal design for longitudinal
aerodynamic parameter identiﬁcation and proposes a new
method of signal type selection and signal parameter design.
In reference to CCAR60, the validation result of longitudinal
parameter identiﬁcation is brought forward.
2. Problem analysis and investigation method
2.1. Problem analysis
The ﬂight control system of an FBW passenger airliner cannot
be turned off during ﬂight tests for aerodynamic parameter
identiﬁcation. Therefore, the excitation signal loaded exter-
nally is continually affected by the feedback signal, which is
generated by the high feedback gain augmentation.
Compared with a simple closed-loop control airplane, the
passenger airliner with an FBW control system has a complex
framework and high feedback gain. Fig. 1 shows the simple
control framework with the feedbacks of attack angle and
pitch rate. The longitudinal ﬂight control law framework of
an FBW passenger airliner is presented in Fig. 2. The differ-
ence between these two categories of ﬂight control systems
would cause different changes of loaded signal, and ﬁnally re-
sult in different deﬂections of the airplane’s control surface.
In the two ﬁgures, ki are the high feedback gain parameters
in the control framework, a the angle of attack, q the pitch
rate, dec the deﬂection command of elevator, Nz the normal
acceleration, FN the control force of pilot, and C
*/Nz the
integrated ﬂight control command.
The signal 3211, which is commonly used as the excitation
signal in airplane aerodynamic parameter identiﬁcation, is
loaded onto both of the two categories of airplanes’ elevator
modules. The comparison of deﬂection signals and origin sig-
nal loaded is presented in Fig. 3, in which the parameter A is
the amplitude of signals.
The comparison result in Fig. 3 demonstrates that the ori-
gin signal loaded is less affected by the simple closed-loop
ﬂight control system and therefore the deﬂection signal is al-
most the same to the original one. Simultaneously, the ﬂight
control system of an FBW passenger airliner inﬂuences the ori-
gin signal greatly. Consequently, during the excitation signal
design for an FBW passenger airliner, the inﬂuence on loaded
signal by the high feedback gain augmentation should be con-
sidered to guarantee that the actual deﬂection excites the air-
plane’s longitudinal motion model adequately.
2.2. Investigation method
For the research example of an FBW passenger airliner, the
simulation result of this model (seen in Fig. 2) is used asvirtual ﬂight test data, whose functions are as the followings:
(A) as input data in longitudinal aerodynamic parameter
identiﬁcation; (B) as reference ﬂight data in validation,
which is to be compared with the simulation of the identi-
ﬁed model. The investigation method in this article is illus-
trated in Fig. 4.3. Identiﬁcation model and method
According to the fundamental principle of an airplane’s aero-
dynamic parameter identiﬁcation13 presented in Fig. 5, the
four techniques––identiﬁcation model, method, excitation sig-
nal, and model validation are conﬁrmed.3.1. Identiﬁcation model
Since a modern passenger airliner usually ﬂies in a small angle
of attack, the linear identiﬁcation model is adopted as
follows14:
_x ¼ Axþ Bu
y ¼ CxþDu

ð1Þ
Given that the velocity of an airplane hardly varies and the
angle of attack is small, then the relationship is
D _V ¼ axk
D _a  _Vzb=Vxb  azb=V
(
ð2Þ
where axk is the airplane acceleration along the X axis of the
ﬂight-path coordinate system, azb the airplane acceleration
along the Z axis of the fuselage coordinate system, and Vxb
(Vzb) is the airplane velocity along the X (Z) axis of the fuse-
lage coordinate system.
Therefore, Eq. (1) can be rewritten as
_x ¼ eAxþ eBu
y ¼ eCxþ eDu
(
ð3Þ
where the control input parameters, state parameters, and
observation parameters are respectively
u ¼ Dde½ 
x ¼ DV Da q½ T
y ¼ axk azb _q½ T
8><>: ð4Þ
and matrices ~A; ~B, ~C, and ~D are respectively:
Fig. 2 Flight control framework of an FBW passenger airliner.
Fig. 3 Comparison of deﬂection signals and origin signal
loaded.
Fig. 4 The sketch of investigation method.
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XV Xa þ g 0 g
ZV Za 1 0
MV M _aZV Ma M _aZa Mq þM _a 0
264
375
~B ¼
Xde
Zde
Mde M _aZde
264
375
~C ¼
XV Xa þ g 0 g
ZVV0 ZaV0 V0 0
MV M _aZV Ma M _aZa Mq þM _a 0
264
375
~D ¼
Xde
ZdeV0
Mde M _aZde
264
375
8>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>:
ð5Þ
where V0 is the ﬁducial ﬂight velocity, de the deﬂection of ele-
vator, and Xi;Zi;Miði ¼ V; a; q; _a; deÞ are model parameters to
be identiﬁed.
3.2. Identiﬁcation method
The principle of the least square estimation is advanced to esti-
mate the parameters in the identiﬁcation model. The main idea
of the least square principle is to search the values of those
identiﬁcation parameters, which determine the longitudinal
ﬂight observation closest to measured ﬂight status data in
terms of squared difference for a given excitation signal. The
arithmetic of generic least square is applied to accomplish
the parameter estimation in the least square principle.15
The identiﬁcation model can be described by
z ¼ Hhþ m ð6Þ
where z is the observation parameter, H the observation ma-
trix, h the parameter to be estimated, and m the observation
noise. To get h, the value of the following principle function
should be minimum:
J ¼ mTm ¼ ðzHhÞT zHhð Þ ð7Þ
The expression of the least square value h^LS can be solved by
h^LS ¼ ðHTHÞ1HTz ð8Þ
Fig. 6 Design procedure of an excitation signal.
Fig. 7 Shape changes of three signal types in the time domain.
Fig. 5 Fundamental principle of an airplane’s aerodynamic
parameter identiﬁcation.
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The function of an excitation signal is to drive an airplane’s
control surfaces as expectation, which would make the perti-
nent airplane motion response appear and ﬁnally insure the
longitudinal motion characteristic can be fully reﬂected in
the ﬂight data. Consequently, the chief principia of longitudi-
nal excitation signal design is to insure the deﬂection signal,
which is inﬂuenced by the high feedback gain augmentation,
can adequately and effectively excite the longitudinal motion
mode in the concerned frequency range. Commonly, a pilot
cannot manually produce maneuvers that satisfy the require-
ment of identiﬁcation. In some ﬂight tests,16–18 the signal gen-
eration device is installed on airplanes, which is triggered by a
pilot or controlled by a remote ground computer.
The design of an excitation signal comprises of signal type
selection and parameter design. Currently, square wave, dipole
square wave, 3211 multipolar square wave, sine wave, and fre-
quency sweep19 are studied mostly. Due to the unitary deﬂec-
tion of square wave and single frequency of sine wave, they are
not suitable for excitation signals relatively.
In the selection of signal type, considering the different
inﬂuences on the loaded signal by the high feedback gain aug-
mentation, the type of signal which is minimally impacted is ﬁt
to excite the airplane motion mode, through spectral analysis
of the signal before and after the change.
In the design of signal parameters, the preliminary airplane
longitudinal dynamic linear state equation should be estab-
lished by using known data ﬁrstly. Secondly, the concerned
frequency range of the signal can be found through frequency
response analysis of lift, drag, and pitch moment equations.9
Thirdly, the signal parameters can be designed using the fast
Fourier transform technique, in the precondition of the con-
cerned frequency range being satisﬁed.
As described above, the design procedure of an excitation
signal is presented in Fig. 6.
4.1. The selection of signal type
According to the design method of excitation signals, the three
types of signals loaded in the elevator module of the research
airplane are dipole square wave, 3211 multipolar square wave,
and frequency sweep. The shape changes of three signal types
in the time domain are presented in Fig. 7, demonstrating that
the 3211 multipolar square wave and the dipole square wave
change their signal shapes obviously. Meanwhile, the fre-
quency sweep changes less, with its amplitude decreasing and
frequency varying little.The spectral analysis of origin signals loaded and ﬁnal sig-
nals inﬂuenced by the high feedback gain augmentation can be
obtained through fast Fourier transform, presenting the signal
energy distribution variation in the frequency domain (see
Fig. 8).
1160 Z. Wu et al.Fig. 8 shows that: (A) the spectral shapes of the 3211 mul-
tipolar square wave and the dipole square wave change obvi-
ously and the frequency ranges of signal energy distribution
become narrow; and (B) the spectral shape variation of the fre-
quency sweep is smaller than those of the other two signal
types and its frequency range varies hardly.
As analyzed above, the high feedback gain augmentation of
the FBW passenger airliner would distinctly change the shapes
of the following signal types––3211 multipolar square wave
and dipole square wave, while the frequency sweep signal does
not change clearly. In essence, the high feedback gain augmen-
tation would change the frequency ranges of those former two
signal types greatly, but not that of the third signal type.
Therefore, the ﬁnal deﬂection signal yielded from the fre-
quency sweep could control the elevator in accordance with
the excitation signal designed.
From above, considering the requirement of the excitation
signal design principle, the frequency sweep is ﬁt to be the exci-
tation signal of longitudinal aerodynamic parameter identiﬁca-
tion for an FBW passenger airliner.Fig. 8 Energy distribution variations of three signal types in the
frequency domain.4.2. The design of signal parameters
The signal parameters of linear frequency sweep are the high
frequency ending xhigh, the low frequency ending xlow, the
amplitude |A|, and the duration T. The ﬁrst two signal param-
eters are the most important elements, which determine the fre-
quency range of signal energy distribution. Actually, the
content of frequency sweep design is to get these four signal
parameters.
4.2.1. The high frequency ending xhigh
For the research example, the airplane’s longitudinal linear
state matrix is established. Using Bode diagram, the frequency
response analysis of drag, lift, and pitch moment equations is
carried out to observe the aerodynamic parameters’ frequency
responses along with the frequency variation of the elevator
deﬂection signal. The frequency range with large amplitude re-
sponses is the concerned frequency range. The appropriate
excitation signal would have a relatively high level of energy
in that range.
Taking the pitch moment for example to demonstrate the
computation method of the concerned frequency range’s high
frequency ending xhigh, the parameters in Eq. (3) can be rewrit-
ten asfMV ¼ MV M _aZVfMa ¼ Ma M _aZafMq ¼ Mq þM _afMde ¼ Mde M _aZde
8>><>>: ð9Þ
The amplitude response curves of fMV; fMa; fMq; fMde , and _q
in the frequency domain––jfMV=Ddej; jfMa=Ddej; jfMq=Ddej;
jfMde=Ddej, and jD _q=Ddej are presented in Fig. 9.
Fig. 9 shows that while the signal frequency of elevator
deﬂection exceeds a speciﬁc range, most of the amplitude re-
sponses of pitch moment parameters descend, demonstrating
that the accuracy of those parameters identiﬁcation becomes
low obviously. To get large amplitude response and accurate
identiﬁcation result of aerodynamic parameters, the excitation
signal should be in a speciﬁc frequency range.
Generally, the rigid motion mode frequency of an airplane
varies from 0.1 to 10 rad/s.13 As seen in Fig. 9, in that fre-
quency range, |A1| is the descend extent of the frequency re-
sponse corresponding to xhighÆi, which is determined by Mi
ði ¼ V; a; q; _a; deÞ, and |A2| is the maximal descend extent ofFig. 9 Amplitude responses of pitch moment parameters in the
frequency domain.
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get a large amplitude response of Mi, |A1| should not exceed
60%–70% of |A2|, which can be expressed as
jA1j 6 ð0:6 0:7ÞjA2j ð10Þ
According to Eq. (10), the highest frequencies xhighÆV, xhigh-
Æa, and xhighÆq, which are determined by Mi, are respectively
2.20 rad/s, 2.07 rad/s, and 1.85 rad/s. For all of the pitch mo-
ment parameters, Mi should be identiﬁed accurately, and the
highest frequency xhighÆM can be gotten by
xhighM ¼ minðxhighV;xhigha;xhighqÞ
¼ minð2:20; 2:07; 1:85Þ
¼ 1:85 rad=s
ð11Þ
The drag and lift equations of the airplane’s longitudinal
linear state matrix can be analyzed in the same way. The high-
est frequencies xhighÆX and xhighÆZ determined by drag and lift
parameters can be gotten by
xhighX ¼ 1:43 rad=s
xhighZ ¼ 1:37 rad=s

ð12Þ
For all the aerodynamic parameters should be identiﬁed
accurately, the upper limitation of xhigh in the concerned fre-
quency range could be gotten by
xhighup ¼ minðxhighM;xhighZ;xhighXÞ
¼ minð1:85; 1:37; 1:43Þ
¼ 1:37 rad=s
ð13Þ
The short period mode frequency of the research airplane
xsp is 0.54 rad/s. Therefore, xhighÆup––the upper limitation of
xhigh in the concerned frequency range is approximately 3
times of the longitudinal short period mode frequency xsp,
which means, when the excitation signal frequency exceeds this
range, the identiﬁcation result is becoming worse relatively.
Simultaneously, the frequency range must include the fre-
quency of the short period mode xsp. Therefore, the lower lim-
itation of xhigh should be greater than xsp. Otherwise, the
concerned frequency range of the excitation signal may not
cover it.
As represented above, for longitudinal aerodynamic param-
eter identiﬁcation of an FBW passenger airliner, xhigh––the
high frequency ending of the excitation signal can be set as
xhigh ¼ xsp  3xsp ð14Þ4.2.2. The low frequency ending xlow
As seen in Fig. 9, when the frequency of the deﬂection signal is
low, the amplitude of the frequency response is still high,
which means the identiﬁcation result is good. For the fre-
quency range should include the frequency of the phugoid
mode xp as much as possible, the low frequency ending xlow
could be set as xp. The phugoid mode frequency of the re-
search airplane is 0.15 rad/s.
4.2.3. The amplitude |A|
The amplitude of the excitation signal should be appropriate,
insuring the ﬁnal deﬂection signal inﬂuenced by the high feed-
back gain augmentation not large or tiny. If the excitation sig-
nal’s amplitude is too large, the ﬂight status range would be
too wide, introducing nonlinear aerodynamic inﬂuence. If theexcitation signal’s amplitude is inadequate, the excitation of
the airplane’s pertinent motion mode would not be obvious
and the ﬂight status would be more easily inﬂuenced by mea-
sure noise.20 Meanwhile, the signal amplitude is also con-
strained by the division of the identiﬁcation status range.21,22
Therefore, the amplitude of the excitation signal can be ascer-
tained by the requirement of the attack angle range, consider-
ing the high feedback gain augmentation. In this article, the
amplitude of the excitation signal can be set as 20 to make
the research airplane’s attack angle rangeability to be 2.
4.2.4. The duration T
The duration T of the frequency sweep cannot change the fre-
quency range of signal energy distribution. However, it could
make the energy density grow greater when it becomes longer,
demonstrating that the elevator deﬂection signal has more en-
ergy to excite the airplane’s motion mode. In this article, the
signal duration is usually set as simulation time.
From the above, for the research airplane model, a suitable
frequency sweep signal can be set as
xlow ¼ xp ¼ 0:15 rad=s
xhigh ¼ xsp  3xsp ¼ 0:54–1:62 rad=s

ð15Þ
When this signal design method is applied to engineering,
xsp and xp can be gotten by wind tunnel test data
preliminarily.
After the frequency sweep is loaded onto the research air-
plane model, the identiﬁcation results using the identiﬁcation
model in Section 3.1 and the parameter estimation method
in Section 3.2 are presented in Table 1.
In Table 1, x= 2.75–0.15 rad/s means the initial frequency
of sweep is 2.75 rad/s and the ending frequency is 0.15 rad/s.
|A|means the signal amplitude, and T= 3/6 s means the signal
duration is 3 s and the simulation time is 6 s.
The results in Table 1 show that
(1) When the signal frequency is in the designed range, the
identiﬁcation result is accurate. Otherwise, the accuracy
of parameter identiﬁcation descends distinctly.
(2) In the designed frequency range, while the initial fre-
quency is greater than the ending frequency, the identi-
ﬁcation result is more accurate, especially for the
aerodynamic parameter Zde . This conclusion is consis-
tent with the phenomenon that the short period mode
which is high-frequency, appears earlier than the phug-
oid mode which is low-frequency.
(3) In the linear aerodynamic range, the greater the signal
amplitude is, the better the identiﬁcation result is.
(4) For the research airplane, the identiﬁcation result
becomes worse when the signal duration is less than 3 s.
Consequently, it is suggested that the signal duration is
at least greater than the period of the airplane’s short per-
iod motion.
(5) The time-length of ﬂight data, which is used as input
data in identiﬁcation, has inﬂuence on the identiﬁcation
result. When the time-length is shorter than the period
of phugoid motion, the information of the airplane’s
motion characteristic in ﬂight data is insufﬁcient, caus-
ing bad identiﬁcation result. According to the results
in Table 1, it is suggested that the time-length of ﬂight
data is at least greater than the period of the airframe’s
phugoid mode.
Table 1 Comparison of parameter identiﬁcation results between different frequency sweeps.
Signal parameter Relative error of identiﬁcation parameter (%) (Reference value of identiﬁcation parameter)eZa (0.45) fMa (0.11) fMq (0.37) ~Zde ð0:02Þ fMde (0.27)
x= 2.75–0.15 rad/s, |A|=20, T= 50/50 s 3.2 36.4 7.4 7.6 0.4
x= 1.50–0.15 rad/s, |A|=20, T= 50/50 s 3.5 8.5 3.3 6.7 0.3
x= 1.50–0.15 rad/s, |A|=20, T= 30/50 s 2.7 5.7 2.8 9.9 0.2
x= 2.75–0.15 rad/s, |A|=20, T= 11/23 s 5.3 7.6 3.0 5.2 0.2
x= 2.75–0.15 rad/s, |A|=20, T= 1/23 s 3.8 24.5 8.9 7.9 0.3
x= 2.75–0.15 rad/s, |A|=20, T= 3/23 s 5.5 7.8 3.5 8.0 0.3
x= 1.50–0.15 rad/s, |A|=20, T= 3/11 s 4.3 12.5 4.6 8.7 0.3
x= 1.50–0.15 rad/s, |A|=20, T= 3/6 s 7.4 90.0 10.2 9.4 0.9
x= 1.50–0.15 rad/s, |A|=5, T= 50/50 s 4.2 9.5 3.3 7.4 0.3
x= 0.50–0.15 rad/s, |A|=20, T= 50/50 s 1.1 2.3 1.9 13.1 0.2
x= 0.15–0.50 rad/s, |A|=20, T= 50/50 s 6.0 14.7 16.7 71.2 5.8
x= 0.20–0.15 rad/s, |A|=20, T= 50/50 s 58.2 66.5 44.9 447.0 9.7
Fig. 10 Response comparison between two models.
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The identiﬁcation result should be validated before being ap-
plied to engineering. The common validation of aerodynamic
parameter identiﬁcation is loading speciﬁc deﬂection signal
of control surface onto the identiﬁed model and comparing re-
sponse histories between the identiﬁed model and the research
airplane model. In engineering, the validation of identiﬁcation
result is loading deﬂection signal in ﬂight data onto the identi-
ﬁed model and comparing its response with the real ﬂight sta-
tus data.
In accordance with the objective test request of CCAR60––
the Appraisal and Use Regulation of Flight Simulator Device,
the comparison of response histories between the research air-
plane model and the identiﬁed model is done to accomplish the
simulation validation through the test subject of phugoid and
short period motion.
It is noted that the objective validation test is to check the
whole ﬂight simulator device. Therefore, the test should be
done in normal and abnormal ﬂight control states. However,
the object of validation in this article is the aerodynamic model
only. Consequently, the ﬂight control system in the simulation
model should be cut off to insure the airplanes’ deﬂections are
the same.
The identiﬁcation validation in the third excitation signal is
presented in Fig. 10 and Table 2.
Fig. 10 and Table 2 demonstrate that the identiﬁcation re-
sult in this excitation signal is accurate, and the relative error
of contrast parameter is less than provision tolerance in accor-
dance with CCAR60. Consequently, the characteristic of the
identiﬁed model is almost the same as that of the research air-
plane. The following items should be noted when applying this
validation method into engineering:
(1) The virtual ﬂight test validation data is displaced by the
actual ﬂight test data, as the reference data in the
response comparison.
(2) The actual airplane’s deﬂection is input to the model
identiﬁed in the simulation. Meanwhile, the ﬂight con-
trol system of this simulation model should be cut off,
because the actual deﬂection signal in the ﬂight data is
the addition of the loaded excitation signal and thesignal fed back by the ﬂight control system. In the sim-
ulation validation, if the actual deﬂection is input to the
airplane model and the ﬂight control system is not cut
off, then the feedback inﬂuence on the excitation signal
Table 2 Comparison of responses between two models in accordance with CCAR60.
Validation subject Contrast parameter Provision tolerance Actual error
Phugoid characteristic Period (%) ±10 2.703
Half-attenuation time (%) ±10 2.785
Short period characteristic Pitch angle () (or pitch rate (()/s)) ±1.5 (±1.2) 0.566 (0.077)
Acceleration (g) ±0.1 0.029
Investigation of longitudinal aerodynamic parameters identiﬁcation method for ﬂy-by-wire passenger airliners 1163is considered repeatedly and the deﬂection signal in the
simulation model is different from the actual deﬂection
signal in ﬂight test data, which cannot accomplish the
simulation validation for the airplane’s longitudinal
aerodynamic model.
6. Conclusions
(1) For the high feedback gain augmentation of an FBW
passenger airliner, the method of type selection of longi-
tudinal excitation signal is advanced. Through the spec-
tral analysis of signals before and after the change, the
frequency sweep signal is adopted to be the excitation
signal.
(2) Through the frequency response analysis of longitudinal
motion equations, the design principle of frequency
sweep is given as follows: the low frequency ending
xlow = xp, and the high frequency ending
xhigh = xsp  3xsp. Simultaneously, the results of simu-
lation and identiﬁcation validate the inﬂuence on identi-
ﬁcation results––signal frequency range, amplitude,
duration, the sequence of high and low frequency, and
time-length of ﬂight data.
(3) According to the request of the objective test in
CCAR60, the validation of longitudinal aerodynamic
parameter identiﬁcation for an FBW passenger airliner
is given.
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